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Abstract To extend the work of binary fluid mixtures and
their associated bridge-like structures, the adsorption of
gas-like molecules (interacting via hard-sphere potentials)
on self-assembled fluid channels was examined. We
examined the morphological evolution of an initial random
binary mixture under confinement of chemically patterned
substrates with strong, long-range preferential attraction to
the pure square-well component. Gas-like molecules were
presumed to have a weak attraction to the square-well fluid.
The morphology and corresponding density profiles
revealed the underlying chemical and physical adsorption
of gas-like molecules to off-strip voids and to the interface
of the self-assembled fluid channels. The entropic effects
drive the non-interaction hard-sphere molecules to assem-
ble or reorganize in the voids left between the self-
assembled square-well fluids. Such studies can help in the
study of formation of nano-liquid structures and enhanced
adsorption of gas-like molecules for storage purposes.
Keywords Square-well fluid  Hard spheres 
Entropic effect  Chemical and physical adsorption
Introduction
Theoretical and simulation studies have demonstrated the
formation of a bridge phase in both one- (Schoen 2008;
Trokhymchuk and Alejandre 1999) and two-component
(Yuan et al. 2004; Herrera et al. 2005) fluids near a two-
phase co-existence confined by patterned and unpatterned
surfaces. In the one-component case, the bridge phase
consists of alternating regions of liquid and vapor. In the
two-component case, the bridges are alternated with
the two components. Recent attention has focused on the
influence of surface-induced transitions on the net force
acting between the plates (Overduin and Patey 2002).
Bridge-phase formation leads to strong attractive plate–
plate forces that are equal in magnitude to those observed
for homogeneous surfaces. Simulation techniques are
important in such research when it becomes difficult to
perform experiments at very small scales.
Phase separation and related wetting phenomena (Puri
2007; Yan et al. 2008) for binary fluid mixtures in contact
with an adsorbing surface have attracted considerable
attention. Such phenomena occur in a binary liquid mixture
below the consolute point where one phase is adsorbed on
the wall that has preferential attraction with the component.
The growth dynamics of fluid layers adsorbed on channels
have been investigated experimentally (Lipowsky 2001;
Fukuzawa et al. 2008; Kargupta and Sharma 2002), and the
wetting of rings on nano-structured patterns have been
observed using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation (Porcheron
et al. 2006). When liquids are adsorbed in nanopores or
capillaries, their properties are markedly changed from
those in bulk (Christenson 2001; Gelb et al. 1999; Rother
et al. 2004). Confinement shifts the first-order wetting
transitions. Sometimes, surface-induced phase transitions
such as layering and prewetting compete with shifted bulk
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transitions, leading to rich-phase diagrams. The morphol-
ogies of the intervening wetting structure reflect the
underlying chemical and physical patterning of the sub-
strates (Christenson 2001).
Consider the example of a liquid phase b close to two-
phase co-existence with another fluid phase a and confined
within a slab between two solid substrates. If both surfaces
are homogeneous, the surface will either be wetted or
dewetted by the b phase, depending on the preferential
attraction of the surfaces. If the surfaces contain two types
of domains d and c that repel and attract the b phase,
respectively, then the b phase will seek to maximize its
contact with the c domains on both surfaces while seeking
to avoid the d regions (Lipowsky 2001). The simplest
pattern of surface domains consists of a single pair of
opposing lyophilic strips (Fig. 1a–c) separated by a dis-
tance H. Two c strips of width Lc lie parallel to each other,
but may be displaced by DL (Fig. 1c). When a certain
amount of b phase is placed within the structured slab with
a sufficiently small H, the liquid will form a bridge con-
necting the two c strips (Fig. 1a, b). For larger values of H,
the bridge will break and form two separate channels
(Fig. 1c).
Trazona et al. (Rocken and Tarazona 1996) previously
presented phase diagrams for capillary condensation in
chemically structured pores. Working with a complex
periodic wall potential in one of the lateral dimensions,
they observed that liquid drop condensation at the most
attractive adsorption site led to the repeated formation of
liquid bridges between opposite walls separated by a gas
(Fig. 2). Employing non-local density functional theory to
investigate the stepwise mechanism and the liquid bridge-
phase stability, they found that the maximum lengths of the
liquid bridges were predominantly limited by the associ-
ated liquid–liquid interfacial tension. For striped patterns,
bridges are only observed when the pore width H is less
than or roughly equal to the strip width n (Schoen 2008).
GCMC calculations indicate that Lennard-Jonnes interac-
tions with a small amount of surfactant exhibit enhanced
bridge formation. This is because the surfactant reduces
the unfavorable liquid–liquid interfacial tension, thereby
reducing the interfacial energy between the two compo-
nents when a bridge is formed (Elliott and Hu 1999).
In addition to extending the range of liquid bridges, use of a
combination of chemically patterned surfaces and surfactants
can generate other structures if the liquid mixture is near
demixing co-existence. When the surfaces are too distant for
bridges to exist, extended bubbles of a particular phase form
adjacent to the attractive surfaces. These structures can be
essentially viewed as surface-induced ‘‘micelles’’, and their
shape depends on the geometry of the attractive surface pat-
ches. Formation of repeated liquid bridges has also been
reported.
The adsorption of gas-like molecules (presumably inter-
acting via hard-sphere potentials) on self-assembled fluid
channels has only rarely been explored experimentally or
computationally, through the morphological evolution of an
initial random binary mixture under confinement of chemi-
cally patterned substrates. Nevertheless, this scenario is
important from the perspective of gas storage or enhancing
gas-like molecular adsorption in nano pores or cavities (e.g.,
carbon nanotubes, zeolites, etc.). Indeed, hydrogen storage
for fuel cells has been a challenging problem in the recent
past (Darkrim and Levesque 1998), with researchers
attempting doping techniques to optimize hydrogen storage
in nano-structured cavities (Roussel et al. 2009; Cabria et al.
2005; Bhatia and Myers 2006). A further advancement in this
direction can help in the study of solid–liquid transition and
the formation of multi-component matrix near substrates
using other simulation techniques as SGMC (semi grand-
canonical Monte Carlo) which can help in exploring the
problems of heat energy storage and selective solar absorp-
tion by tandem etc. (Lee Kil Dong 2010; Katumba et al.
2008a, b).
Fig. 1 a In bridge, b out bridge,
and c channel
Fig. 2 In bridge structures with
liquid and gas phases
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Entropic effect and the modeling
Entropic interactions and the entropic force in solutions
Excluded volume of a sphere
The excluded volume makes the real particle–particle or
monomer interactions non-ideal. Let’s first consider the case of
two hard spheres A and B of radius r each Fig. 3. The center to
center distance between spheres A and B cannot be less than ds.
Sphere B is excluded by sphere A. The space not available to
the center of B is a sphere of radius ds (i.e., ds = 2r) as indi-







ve ¼8  volume of one sphere
ð1Þ
Now, let us consider a process in which the volume
excluded by each of the two spheres increases from 0 ! ve:
The space available to the other sphere decreases from total
volume V of the system to Vve: Thus, the configurational
entropy of the sphere changes by
DS ¼ kB ln V  ve
V
¼ kB ln 1 ve
V
 
DS ¼ kB ve
V
for ve  V
ð2Þ
From first-order expansion, the change in the Helmholtz








When the system has N identical spheres in the volume
of V, there are [NC2 = N (N – 1)/2] = N
2/2 f pairs of
excluded-volume interaction. Now, the change per sphere








At low concentrations, the excluded volume and the
contribution in free energy change by excluded volume is
low. As the concentration increases and Nve ! V ; the
excluded-volume effect becomes very strong. Important to
note here that in solutions, the excluded volume does not
disappear even in low concentration limit. Particle sizes make
the situation different from that in the suspension of spheres.
Let us consider a solution consisting of N spheres of diameter
a. Here we have not considered particle–particle interactions
for the sake of clarity in understanding the entropic effects
only. These N spheres or monomers in case of polymers can
be considered to be contained in a cube of volume R3.
The Helmholtz free energy A change per chain due to









This is originated from entropic consideration. This
































N2/R3 is equal to the volume R3 multiply by the square
of the particle or monomer density (i.e., N/R3). It
establishes the fact that even a particle–particle non-
interacting system will experience the force driven by the
entropic contribution to the system (Singh 2008). It can
lead even hard sphere system with same or different
size particles to reorganize themselves in different
confirmations for minimum free energy of the system.
Brief theory
There are two possible final configurations for a binary
mixture of fluids confined between two planar walls. These
configurations are complete wetting (CW) and partial
wetting (PW), and depend on the strength of attraction
between the A molecules and the two walls as well as on
the separation of the two walls, Lz = H. The equilibrium
configuration arises as a consequence of the minimization
of the total interfacial free energy.
When the attraction between the two walls and the
water-like particles are strong, the water particle com-
pletely wets the two walls. For the CW configuration, the
interfacial free energy in 3D can be written following
(Yuan et al. 2004):
FCW ¼ cwall-ASwall-A þ cABSAB ð8Þ
Here, Swall-A is the total interface area of wall-A interfaces,
SAB is the area of the A–B interface, and cwall-A and cAB are
A B ds 
ds
Fig. 3 The excluded volume: two hard spheres each of radius r
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the interfacial free energies per unit area between the wall and
A and between A and B, respectively. The structures evolve
to minimize FCW. When the concentration of particle A is less
than a certain critical value (i.e., 0.682 for the 2D case (Yuan
et al. 2004)), the A particles are divided into two parts. Each
part layers on the walls and gives rise to CW. When the
concentration of pure component A is more than the critical
value, the B particles become concentrated in globoid form.
In this case, the A particles occupy the residual space and
completely wet the two walls.
The above scenario has been studied with two square-
well fluid mixtures of A and B components. When the
attraction between the two walls and water is weak or
intermediate, the A particles form a bridge or concave lens-
like structure. In the PW case, the total interfacial energy
can be given by
FPW ¼ cwall-ASwall-A þ cwall-B 2Lx  Ly  Swall-A
 
þ cABSAB; ð9Þ
where cwall-A, cwall-B and cAB are the interfacial energies
between wall-A, wall-B, and A–B species, respectively. We
observed the different phases in 3D, and assumed that when
one of the lateral dimensions (i.e., y) is kept large, then the
volume can be thought of as being composed of different 2D
slabs. A large lateral direction generates patterns that are
homogenous in the y direction. The dimensional effect does
not alter the qualitative phenomenological behavior. A for-
mal evaluation of the pressure tensor components and cor-
responding surface tensions for square-well fluids can be
found in Orea et al. (2003) and Singh and Kofke (2005).
Model and simulation geometry
Canonical Monet Carlo (NVT-MC) simulations were per-
formed in cells of dimension Lx 9 Ly 9 (Lz = h). Periodic
boundary conditions were used in the X and Y directions,
and two planar surfaces of infinite thickness were placed at
z = 0 and z = h.
The fluid mixture contains a liquid-like component A and a
gas-like component B. Square-well (Orea et al. 2004; Singh
et al. 2003; Green et al. 1994) fluids have been extensively
studied by computer simulations and statistical methods. The
square-well potential contains the essential features of
repulsion and attraction (Fig. 4). We considered the fluid–
fluid interaction as a square–well interaction between parti-
cles of type i and j (A and B), as defined below.
uijðrÞ ¼
1 if r\rij






Here rij and eij are the length and energy parameter,
respectively. kij defines the interaction range. The strength
of the interactions is determined by eij. The potential form
of the above equation is shown in Fig. 4. We selected
eAA = 1.0, eBB = 0.0, eAB = 0.5, and kij = 1.5 for all
cases, with initial average number densities of q = 0.40,
0.50, and 0.60. We assume that Lx = Ly, Lz = 4.0 for
q = 0.40, and Lz = 8.0 for q = 0.50, 0.60. We also
assume that the concentration ratio of A:B is 50:50. The
number of A and B molecules is 800 each with q = 0.40,
and 400 each for q = 0.50, 0.60. rij = 1.0 is taken as the
hard core radius for all i and j. Thus, we studied the
additive binary mixture rAB = (rA ? rB)/2.
We did not impose a long-range energy correction to
the particle–particle square-well interaction (Grosfils and
Lutsko 2009), under the assumption that it would not
change the qualitative behavior. The model was simplified
following the results of recent simulation studies. We
sought to determine the 3D channel-like morphological
evolution of self-assembled structures of an initial random
binary mixture of square-well-hard-sphere particles con-
fined between two parallel plates. The particles align along
chemical patterns on the substrates near demixing
co-existence. Canonical ensemble MC simulation was used
to observe the separation and adsorption of gas-like mol-
ecules (which interact by pure hard-sphere potentials) on
the self-assembled channels, inside pores, or within created
voids. Such a growth process of wetting layers has been
reported for binary liquid mixtures (Steiner and Klein
1996). Particles of species A, with centers at a distance Z
from the wall, interact with each surface through the
potential
uwalli zð Þ ¼
1; if z\ 1
2
ri






In the present study, ewallA = 3.0 with kwall-A = 2.0 was
assumed for all cases. B molecules have hard-sphere
interactions with surfaces.
The starting configuration consisted of cubes of A and B
phases in two halves of the volume. The system was melted
at a high temperature of T = 12.0 for 105 cycles. Next, the
Fig. 4 Sketch of a square-well potential
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system was equilibrated at T = 0.80 for 20 9 105 cycles,
with the maximum displacement vmaxi changing every 10
cycles to achieve a 50 % acceptance ratio (Frenkel and
Smit 1996; Allen and Tildesley 2001) during the equili-
bration period for N = 800 and q = 0.50, 0.60. The sim-
ulation was employed for only particle displacements.
After equilibration, the maximum displacement vmaxi was
fixed and the system was simulated for 40 9 105 MC
cycles, with N = 800 and q = 0.50, 0.60. For N = 1,600
and q = 0.40, the equilibration and production cycles were
taken as 10 9 105 cycles and 20 9 105 cycles, respec-
tively, to reduce computational cost. Density and pressure
values were sampled every 1,000 cycles after equilibration.
Following the Metropolis algorithm, we accepted a particle
displacement of r0 = r ? Dr, where Dr was randomly
chosen such that vmaxi Dvi  vmaxi where i = 1, 2, and 3
for the x, y, and z coordinates, respectively.
Results and discussion
Density profiles in the x direction perpendicular to the
interfaces are shown in Fig. 5a–c for chemically patterned
strips with strip widths of d = 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0, respec-
tively. In this example, we used a temperature T = 0.80 for
a simulation box with LZ = H = 4.0 and a total average
number density q = 0.40. Rich regions of type A molecules
were observed along the strip surfaces. This type of one-
component enrichment on chemically patterned channels
has been reported previously (Lipowsky 2001; Fukuzawa
et al. 2008; Kargupta and Sharma 2002), but only with
single fluids. In the present study, the gas-like molecules
were dominantly separated to off-strip regions. Thus, fluid
channels of the A component self-assembled along the
attractive strips, as distinctly indicated by the morphologi-
cal evolution micrographs (Fig. 6).
Gas-like molecules B had weak attractive square-well
interactions with intermediate-range liquid-like molecules
A, defined by interaction parameters kAB = 1.5 and
eAB = 0.5. Once these fluid channel morphologies evolved
with component A, a (rough) interface of A–B appeared on
which B molecules became absorbed because of its weak
attractive potential with A. In the density distribution, two
small by distinct peaks of gas-like molecules near A enri-
ched the channel regions. These peaks formed as a result of
the weak attractive potentials of A and B. The area between
the self-assembled channels showed flat regions in the
density curves of B. These regions corresponded to
the non-bonding accumulation of gas-like molecules in the
pores or voids formed from the morphological evolution of
channel-like structures.
A surprising phenomenon was found in the z-density
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Fig. 5 Density profiles of A (square well) and B (hard sphere) types
in the x direction with a strip width of d = 6.0 (a), d = 8.0 (b), or
d = 10.0 (c), and in the z direction at a reduced temperature of
T = 0.80 (d). Strip widths are shown in parentheses. Substrates have
a long-range attractive square-well potential with A. Solid and dashed
lines correspond to A and B types, respectively. An initial total
average number density of q = 0.40, slit width of H = 4.0, and
composition ratio of A:B = 50:50 are assumed. The different
interaction parameters were: kAA = 1.5 and eAA = 1.0; kAB = 1.5
and eAB = 0.5; and kwall-A = 2.0 and ewall-A = 3.0
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long-range attractive square-well interactions with A
compared to the pre-component interaction of A–A, the
average density of A peaked near H = 2.0 rather than near
the substrates. Twin peaks were observed in the mid-region
of the z-density profile for component A where the two
surface fields of the substrates overlap. This enrichment in
the middle of the simulation box further attracted more
molecules of type A, creating a curve (Fig. 5d). Since the
strip widths of d = 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 were greater than
LZ = H = 4.0, the scenarios in Fig. 5 correspond to the
case of two-drop formation on substrates. These drops can
be merged to form a bridge-like structure when the sepa-
ration between the two plates H is small with a relatively
denser region in the middle.
Simulation results with narrower strips are shown in
Figs. 7, 8, and 9. These simulations were performed with a
larger slit width (LZ = H = 8.0). The total average number
densities were q = 0.50 and 0.60 with attractive strip
widths of d = 2.0 and 2.5 at a temperature of T = 0.80.
The qualitative behavior of the morphological evolution of
the square-well hard-sphere mixture was similar to that
described above, except that the narrower channels gener-
ated W-shaped peaks in the X density profile of component
A. These peaks arose from the molecular rearrangement of
A-type molecules on attractive strips of widths of 2.0 r and
2.5 r (molecular diameter r = 1.0). When the strip width
was set to d = 2.0, the density curves corresponding to the
Fig. 6 Micrograph with strip widths of d = 6.0, 8.0, or 10.0 from left
to right for H = 4.0, T = 0.80, and q = 0.40. Bottom right corner
micrograph shows configuration for d = 2.0 with H = 8.0, T = 0.80,
and q = 0.50. A:B = 50:50 in all cases. The different interaction
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Fig. 7 Density profiles of A (square well) and B (hard sphere) types
in the x direction with a strip width of d = 2.0 (a) or d = 2.5 (b).
Substrates have a long-range attractive square-well potential with A.
Solid and dashed lines correspond to A and B types, respectively.
q = 0.50 and A:B = 50:50 were used. The different interaction
parameters were the same as in Fig. 5
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gas-like molecules B showed single peaks in the off-strip
regions or voids created by channel formation by the pure
square-well component A. In contrast, a strip width of
d = 2.5 generated two distinct peaks in the void regions
(Figs. 7, 8). This behavior was more pronounced in cases
with a higher average total number density (q = 0.60). The
z-density profiles for Fig. 9 indicate that the attractive strip
regions on the two substrates caused a thick layering of the
A component near the substrates along the strips, generating
channel-like structures. The unlayered regions were occu-
pied by gas-like molecules B.
Conclusion
The computational model presented here can successfully
predict and explain the adsorption of gas-like molecules on
self-assembled fluid channels and their reorganization in
different confirmations of rod like and compact spheres
between the voids when the initial system evolves from an
initial random mixture of square wells and hard spheres.
The model also provides morphological details and possi-
ble engineering, even though no optimized study of
adsorption was performed. When the simulations were
performed with a strong A–B interaction (e.g., eAB = 1.0),
the mixing of the two components reduced the difference
between their peak values in the density distribution.
However, these results are not shown in the manuscript
because the qualitative behavior was unchanged by the
stronger interaction. Figure 10 (Singh et al. 2011) demon-
strates the effect of confinements (e.g., for unpatterned
planar walls). These effects cannot be ignored, since con-
finements reduce the interfacial tension and thereby assist in
the formation of large interfaces, leading to greater
adsorption or storage of gas-like molecules on the self-
assembled channels. The gases stored using such devices
can be used to withdraw gases from the channels by heating
nanorods placed at the channels edges (i.e., using channel-
rod matrix) and using mass diffusion and vacuum tech-
niques from the voids. Though the fluid mechanics of
channel flow is a very old problem (Daugherty and Franzini
1895; Massay 2001) but the effect of confinement under
channels of nanosizes are very new and less understood.
The viscosity of the fluids is the key parameter in the flow
but the effect of confinement on the vicious properties of
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Fig. 8 Density profiles of A (square well) and B (hard sphere) types
in the x direction with a strip width of d = 2.0 (a) or d = 2.5 (b).
Substrates have a long-range attractive square-well potential with A.
Solid line and dashed lines correspond to A and B types, respectively.
q = 0.60 and A:B = 50:50 were used. The different interaction
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Fig. 9 Density profiles of A (square-well) and B (hard sphere) types
in the z direction with a strip width of d = 2.0 (a) or d = 2.5 (b).
Substrates have a long-range attractive square-well potential with A.
Solid and dashed lines correspond to A and B types, respectively. The
initial total average number densities are shown in parentheses.
A:B = 50:50. The different interaction parameters are the same as in
Fig. 5
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So, this model can open a new class of problems for study
and the making of useful devices for the welfare of
mankind.
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